EasyStart™
Reviews
I was a little skeptical at first, but I’m very impressed
with the EasyStart unit, it will start and run the AC with
no trouble. More impressed with the customer service
I received, even before I became a paying customer.
I’ve been telling everyone I know about getting one for
their rigs!
– Mike Stubblefield
The issue is in AC startup. Start-up is what gives
inverters and generators a problem. I did install the
EasyStart in my Atwood Air Command 13500 AC I had
on the Ollie. The EasyStart solves this and a Honda 2000
runs my Dometic 15000 just fine, even on propane.
– David Kemp
I have never seen the high level of customer care
provided by Micro-Air. Matteo offered to come to my
campsite, come to my home, do whatever it would
take to get me working. They sent me a new board,
capacitor, and connectors at no charge.
– Larry Brodsky
Good news! The test of the Honda 2000 and EasyStart
on my trailers 15,000 BTU Dometic was a success.
What a great solution. I’m just thrilled. I can definitely
confirm that startup is quieter.
– Kurt Scherzinger
I opted for the “lazy man’s” approach by just getting the
complete EasyStart unit in its own IP65 weathertight
enclosure. Truly amazing difference in performance and
a tremendous reduction in noticeable noise on startup,
and I am one that is not easily impressed. Well spent
money on this upgrade.
– Gregory Finke
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We are also very happy with EasyStart. Installing
EasyStart on our AC units changed everything. We
were able to start and run either the 15 or 13.5 units
with one propane Honda EU2000. We were able to run
both AC units simultaneously from a 30 amp.
– Joe Jones
Purchased a EasyStart 364 for my RV air conditioner
to allow me to run my 15k Btu AC off a single Honda
EU2000i generator in eco mode! Like everyone I was
totally skeptical of this product. The installation was less
than an hour. The cost savings is enormous. Previously
a weekend dry camping in moderate heat at a moderate elevation my pair of Honda’s would use about
15-20 gallons of gas. I have cut that down to less than
8 in identical conditions. If you were looking for a
generator solution, you should consider combining a
EasyStart and smaller more efficient generator all while
saving a ton of money!
– Ken Thompson
My customers love the Easy Start 364 upgrade.
This unit allows them to lug around one less 2000 watt
generator and still enjoy their AC. The reduced noise
and vibration from the compressor engagement is also
noticed and appreciated! The Micro-Air Easy Start is a
game changer.
– Vinnies Northbay Airstream Repair
Just installed another Easy Start 364 on a new
Airstream Interstate. Super easy installation that took all
of 15 minutes, most of which was going up and down
the ladder for removal/replacement of the shroud from
each side. After the initial 5 start learning period using the
on-board generator, the Magnum 2000 watt inverter easily started and ran the Penguin. Also, no more compressor start BANG!! Great stuff!!!!
I just bought 20 more EasyStarts because I know it
solves the small generator A/C start problem. Plus,
Micro-Air has old fashioned, great customer service too.
Smart people with smart products that work.
– Lew Farber, ABYC Certified Master Marine Electrician
Airstream Solar & Electrical Specialist
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